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Robot Proof, Joseph E. Aoun 
 

 

 

 

Summary 
 
If something is repeatable or predictable, it will be automated.  
 
As a society we’re transitioning away from convergent thinking and towards divergent thinking - which is 
the application of creativity & flexibility.  
 
Aoun proposes his framework of humanics as the way to repeatedly apply divergent thinking. This 
framework relies on 4 cognitive capacities (cognitive thinking, systems thinking, entrepreneurship, 
cultural agility) & 3 literacies (data, technological, human).    
 
 

The Problem: Automation through Computation 
 
Lesson 1: Automation, and the threat of, has always been here  
 
*As early as 1964 people wrote a letter to LBJ warning of technology replacing humans 
 
Lesson 2: What’s different this time? 
 
Computers dwarf us in power, precision, and cognition. 
 
“As computers and advanced machines take the next leap forward and attain high levels of cognition, 
they are poised to replace professionals who make decisions based on information.” 
 
Lesson 3: What can they replace? 
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If it can be reduced to a 0 or 1 - Boolean - it can be automated.  
 
“If a problem can be reduced to a train of yes and no questions, no matter how complex, then a 
machine can resolve it.” 
 
This means any task that is repeatable & predictable.  
 
“In any predictable task, computers have humans at a cognitive disadvantage” 
 
 

“Imagine the impact of a large corporation being able to train a single employee and then clone him into 
an army of workers, all of whom instantly possess his knowledge and experience but, from that point 
on, are also capable of continuing to learn and adapt to new situations”.  
  
 

The Solution: Unique traits of flexibility & creativity  
 
Lesson 1: The Future belongs to creativity 
 
Why? Because as a species our key differentiator is imagination. Only humans can create, communicate, 
and capture imagination - or what Simon Sinek would call our Why.  
 
What is creativity? The ability for us to create, communicate, and capture myths that organize society.  
 

 *Relates to Steve Jobs and society is all man made, made by people no smarter than you, we 
can bend and break it (Jobs & his reality distortion field → video).  

 
“We have evolved to imagine. We have evolved to be creative. Other animals apply intelligence to 
solving problems: crows fashion tools to pluck bugs out of wood...but only human beings are able to 
create imaginary stories, invent works of art, and even construct carefully reasoned theories explaining 
perceived realities”. 
 

 Next Level: there is always a job to be done, and as we evolve to solve one, there then 
lies another.  

 

Lesson 2: Humanics 
 
Humanics is a discipline/framework to apply creativity & flexibility  
 
“the goal of which is to nurture our species unique traits of creativity and flexibility” 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKkwbM3zM8M


“It refits their mental engines calibrating them with a creative mindset and the mental elasticity to 
invent, discover, or otherwise produce something society deems valuable” 
 
Lesson 3: Two types of thinking 
 
Convergent Thinking: One correct answer → 0 or 1 
Divergent Thinking: Multiple responses in a free flow of ideas 
 

 Creativity results from divergent thinking  

 
Lesson 4: Higher level of thought 
 
“Whatever the industry-finance, law, manufacturing, media, or any other - it will require cognitive 
capacities that equip it for tasks we might not even be able to imagine yet. These capacities are 
mnindsets rather than bodies of knowledge - mental architecture rather than mental furniture. Going 
forward, people will still need to know specific bodies of knowledge to be effective in the workplace, but 
that alone will not be enough when intelligent machines are doing much of the heavy lifting of 
information. To succeed, tomorrows employees will have to demonstrate a higher order of thought.” 
 

How To: Science of Humanics 
 
Lesson 1: The 4 Necessary Cognitive Capabilities 
 
1: Critical Thinking - the ability to observe & synthesize into numerous layers  & striations 
 

 “Disciplined, rational analysis and judgement” 

 
2: Systems Thinking - the ability to think holistically about a system 
 

 cross expertise from one domain to another 
 These are the Quarterbacks, says Pete McCabe, VP of global services for GE Transportation  
 Understanding the process end to end so you can start connecting the dots  
 “The ability to view an enterprise, machine, or subject holistically, making connections between 

it’s different functions in an integrative way” 
 “Systems thinking involves seeing across areas that machines might be able to comprehend 

individually but that they cannot analyze in an integrated way, as a whole”  

 
3: Entrepreneurship 
 
4: Cultural Agility - the ability to be fluid amongst different cultural contexts & norms 
 

Lesson 2: 3 Literacies we need to build: 
 



1: Data literacy 
 

 Enough to understanding the context of the data & ask the right questions 

 
2: Technological literacy 
 

 Mathematics, coding, basic engineering principles 

 
3: Human literacy 
 

Lesson 3: 4 Types of Incompetence 
 
1: Unconsciously incompetent → don’t know what you don’t know 
2: Conscious incompetence → know what you don’t know 
3: Conscious competence → doing well requires deliberate focus 
4: Unconscious competence → true expertise, heightened level of consciousness 
 
 

 
 

Like What You See? To learn more check 

this out! 
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